3-D Modeling of nitric oxide emission and vasodilation induced by CA3 hippocampal neurons.
The modeling of the spread, diffusion, and decay of chemicals in the brain is a complex problem that is made difficult by the fact that the structures that produce chemicals (synapses etc.) may be very small in comparison to their radii of chemical influence. In this article, we concentrate on modeling a simple instance of this problem; that of a proficiently diffusing molecule that may cause changes in smooth muscle contractions over relatively large areas. An optimized diffusion system was developed to study the diffusion of neuronal nitric oxide. Our diffusion system allows us to model the spread of nitric oxide from all areas of neurons, including the soma and dendritic processes. In addition, our system allows us to model tiny diffusing structures without sacrificing large-scale granularity. To study the effect of NO-producing neurons on vasodilation, we simulate systems of 1 and 2 neurons. We show that it is possible for nitric oxide emitted from neurons to be involved in regulating blood flow.